Appendix I

Sample Clocks

The following examples are of clock drawings performed by the individuals who were screened as a part of the pilot study. These examples may be used to practice scoring the clock draw. The score and interpretation for each clock is listed on the answer key following the example clock drawings.
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Scoring Clock Drawing Answer Key

2. Incorrect clock – score 0.
3. Correct clock – score 2. The slight error in hand length and placement are minor.
4. Incorrect clock – score 0. This is a classic example of a clock draw from someone with cognitive impairment.
5. Correct clock – score 2.
6. Incorrect clock – score 0.
7. Correct clock – score 2. The hand length error is minor.
8. Incorrect clock – score 0.
10. Incorrect clock – score 0. Directions state to “put all the numbers in the circle”. The numbers are outside of the circle.
12. Correct clock – score 2. The number placement error is minor.
14. Incorrect clock – score 0. Directions state to “put all the numbers in the circle”. Not all the numbers are included.
15. Incorrect clock – score 0. The hand length error is severe and shows the incorrect time. (It actually reads 1:55, or 5 minutes to 2:00.)